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Knigge Farms 
Pete, Theo, Charlie & Jacob 
Charlie Pete and Theo Knigge moved to 

their farm in 1974 and have been dairy 

farming ever since. Their son Charlie and 

grandson Jacob are now key parts of the 

farm as well. The operation also includes 600 acres of cropland and a small con-

tracted forage harvesting business. In July of 2000, after using a 50 stall stan-

chion and pipeline barn for many years, the Knigges built a new four-row, free 

stall barn that would house two Lely Astronaut A2 robotic milking systems in two 

separate pens. After 10 years of milking with robots, they decided to upgrade to 

two Lely Astronaut A3s. As technology has evolved, so have the Knigges, they 

started up their third generation of robots in December of 2020. Construction 

included two 15x35 lean-to additions on either side of the existing barn to house 

the new robots and support rooms. Because of these additions, it's possible for 

the Lely Astronaut A3s to continue to milk the herd throughout installation.  

Features: 
 

 Lely Astronaut A5 robotic milking system  
 The hybrid arm and the I-flow concept contribute to the cows’  natural 
rhythm and increase the milking robot’s capacity. A healthy and stress-free cow 
means more milk in the tank. 

 Renovated milk room & utility room  
 The existing milk room and utility room were renovated to accommodate 
the new second use water system,  air compressor room, and plate cooler 
placement. The old robot rooms were converted to a restroom and parts stor-
age. 

ASTRONAUT A5 

COW ENTRANCE 

FREESTALL 



The crew at Central Ag have always been good to us over 
the years! The service department has grown with us 
through all of our changes and has continued to shine. Jeff 
and Mikala were outstanding throughout the last change 
over with the new design to move the robots from where we 
grew to love them. Technology is an amazing tool that is ev-
er changing! - Charlie 


